
Debugging
Figuring It Out Yourself
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Learning to investigate and fix issues

Every time a change is made to a website there is a risk that something will 
break.

I will help you learn how to investigate the problem and fix it.

This will be quicker than posting to a Facebook group or other forum, and it will 
help you understand WordPress and your site better.
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WordPress components

WordPress uses PHP and MySQL to deliver HTML, CSS and Javascript to the 
browser.

You use different tools to debug the back end (PHP and MySQL) and front end.
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Firstly...
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Firstly...
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What changed?

If it was working, you changed something and now it's broken then the problem 
is likely in the changed code but...

Often we change a lot of things or the error appears in something that didn't 
change.
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Source control for incremental development

Using source control like Git, Subversion etc can help with debugging.

If you commit your changes regularly you can review the changes in the edited 
files to help narrow down the source of an error.

Maybe do a commit after you test a change.

This applies to CSS files too - a small syntax error can dramatically change how 
a site looks.
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Frontend issues

The backend is a bit of a black box where the request for a page goes in and 
HTML, CSS and Javascript come out.

Let's look at the frontend first as it's often easier to work with.

While browsers are very tolerant of bad HTML markup use a validator to find 
issues here and fix them where possible.

https://validator.w3.org/ and https://jigsaw.w3.org/css-validator/
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Debugging CSS

Browsers now include built-in tools to view information about the current web 
page.

For example, you can see all the images, CSS, and Javascript files downloaded 
to make up the page. You can see if any failed to download or if Javascript 
code has caused any errors.

For frontend debugging, you can see the CSS that is applied to each page 
element and temporarily change styles and see the result.
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Debugging CSS - Inspect Element
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Debugging CSS - Inspect Element
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Debugging CSS - other tools

The browsers have additional features to help, for example,

● If you edit some CSS then Firefox will show you the changed 
styles so you know which ones to copy back to your 
stylesheet to paste into a text editor.

● Chrome allows you copy the styles of an element.
● Both will list all the files downloaded and how long each 

took. You can even throttle the download to mimic a slow 
network.
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Moving on to 
debugging the 
backend...
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Tools to find the error

While viewing your site you will see that there is an error but not what file or line 
is causing it. Let's get some tools in to help us.

In simpler applications, like a command line program, we could add 'echo' or 
'print' or similar calls but WordPress is quite large and you need to narrow 
things down first. Furthermore, you should never edit WordPress core code.

Even before using Xdebug and an IDE it is useful to narrow down where to look.
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Debug Mode with WP_DEBUG

wp-config-sample.php has the following line:

define( 'WP_DEBUG', false );

A comment above that line says:

It is strongly recommended that plugin and theme 
developers use WP_DEBUG in their development environments.
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Debug Mode with WP_DEBUG

if ($_SERVER['REMOTE_ADDR'] == '12.34.56.78') {
    define('WP_DEBUG', true);
    // errors written to /wp-content/debug.log
    define('WP_DEBUG_LOG', true);  // Or set a filename.
    define('WP_DEBUG_DISPLAY', false); // Errors to file. 
    @ini_set('display_errors', 0);
} else {
    define('WP_DEBUG', false);
}

Here I have conditionally enabled debug mode for the specified IP address. 
This limits error messages to those generated by my site visits.
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Install and activate Query Monitor plugin

From the website:

It enables you to debug database queries, PHP errors, hooks and actions, block 
editor blocks, enqueued scripts and stylesheets, rewrite rules, HTTP API calls, 
and much more.

https://wordpress.org/plugins/query-monitor/
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Reload the problem page

Now, with debug mode enabled and Query Monitor activated, reload the page 
with the error.

This will write the error message to the wp-content/debug.log file and Query 
Monitor will provide more information.
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Read (and decipher) the error message

The error message will list the file and line number where the error occurred but 
that doesn't always tell you where the problem is!
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Sample error messages - major error

This is a serious error and cannot be ignored.

The site admin will also get an email. This is a new feature introduced in 
WordPress 5.2 in May 2019. It's much better than a 500 error page (a White 
Screen of Death - WSOD)!
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Sample error messages - major error

PHP Parse error: syntax error, unexpected '$screen_id' 
(T_VARIABLE) in /wp-content/plugins/wr.php on line 15

Here's lines 12 - 16 from wr.php:

12 add_action( 'admin_head', 'require_weight_field' );
13 function require_weight_field() {
14     $screen = get_current_screen()
15     $screen_id = $screen ? $screen->id : '';
16     if ( $screen_id == 'product' ) {
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Sample PHP Notice message

Query Monitor didn't run because the previous error was occurred before 
WordPress could fully run.

When it does run, the Query Monitor admin bar item will change colour - brown 
for notices and red for errors.
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More information from Query Monitor
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More information from Query Monitor

In wp-content/debug.log:
PHP Notice:  Undefined variable: screenid in 
/wp-content/plugins/wr.php on line 16
PHP Notice:  Undefined variable: variable_never_used_before in 
/wp-content/plugins/wr.php on line 17
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Fix this problem

Here's the code from that file:
14 $screen       = get_current_screen();
15 $screen_id    = $screen ? $screen->id : ''; 
16 $new_variable = $screenid;
17 $another_var  = $variable_never_used_before;

On line 16 it is a typo $screenid should be $screen_id.

On line 17 it's a variable that was not set.

Notice that the message (undefined variable) is the same for both 
situations. You might see this if accessing a global variable without using 'global 
$variable' first.
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A less serious error (QM didn't run)

PHP Fatal error:  Uncaught Error: Call to a member 
function get_image_id() on null in 
/plugins/wcd-product-image-url.php:13

Here's lines 12 - 14 from the file:

12 global $product;
13 $post_thumbnail_id = $product->get_image_id();
14 $image_info = wp_get_attachment_image_src( 
                 $post_thumbnail_id, 'full' );
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Running in the right place

The function get_image_id() function is valid but the variable is null.

The problem is that the code is being run in the wrong place or without 
appropriate checks.

The solution could be to call is_null($product) or is_product() first or 
ensure that the function is only called on a page where product objects are 
used.
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error_log() and var_export()

Sometimes the code looks right but is not working correctly.

error_log() and var_export() are very helpful here.

error_log('This text will be in /wp-content/debug.log.');

To see readable versions of complex variables or objects use:

error_log('Variable: ' . var_export( $variable, true ));
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error_log() and var_export()

Example usage:

add_action( 'wp_footer', 'dcwd_product_image' );
function dcwd_product_image() {
  global $product;
  $post_thumbnail_id = $product->get_image_id();
  error_log( 'Thumbnail ID: ' . $post_thumbnail_id );
  $image_info = wp_get_attachment_image_src( 
                 $post_thumbnail_id, 'full' );
  error_log( 'Image info: ' .
              var_export( $image_info, true ) );
}
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error_log() and var_export()
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error_log() and var_export()

debug.log contents:

Thumbnail ID: 22
Image info: array (
  0 => 
'http://localhost/wp-content/uploads/2018/03/tshirts.jpg',
  1 => 801,
  2 => 801,
  3 => false,
)
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Theme template files

If you are adding a template file to a theme you will need to know the Template 
Hierarchy. Or cheat by getting the info from Query Monitor.

WordPress will look for different theme files depending on what is requested - a 
page, post, archive etc. The Template Hierarchy codex page lists the files that it 
will look for and their order.

Query Monitor will just tell you
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Theme template files - what should I call it?

In the Query Monitor menu you 
will see a 'Template' item.

Click it.
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Theme template files - what should I call it?

Here I am viewing a page. I selected a Page Template when editing it.
The theme is a child theme and that's where the Page Template file is.

Page ID is 19 and slug is 'file-upload '.
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Beyond runtime PHP errors

When the PHP engine reports the error (or warning or notice) it can generally be 
fixed without the need for a debugger. What do we do when the issue is related 
to the algorithm or program logic? Or in a section of code that does not have 
any do_action() or apply_filters() calls?

We need a source code debugger - Xdebug and a debugging environment.
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Xdebug & an IDE

Using error_log() and var_export() can only show the data at that point 
in time.

Xdebug is a bridge between your site and your IDE (e.g. Microsoft Visual Studio 
Code or PhpStorm or even Notepad++).

Combined with an IDE you will be able to watch variables as you step through 
each line of code. You may also be able to change values.
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Visual Studio Code - variables
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Visual Studio Code - source code
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Sometimes you need help...

If you are still stuck after trying each of the debugging methods it's time to ask 
for help.

A fresh set of eyes can be very helpful.

Now you have to ask the right question and provide enough information...
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How to ask for help

When you post on Facebook or StackExchange or a forum you will need to:

● demonstrate that you have tried to solve the problem (list the things you've 
tried)

● link to the code involved
● clearly state what you are trying to achieve
● include a complete description of your setup (e.g. theme, plugins).

Sometimes writing this out will inspire you!
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Good Luck



“If you could see the you that I see
When I see you seeing me

You'd see yourself so differently
Believe me.”

- Henry Rollins
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Thanks!
Damien Carbery

damien@damiencarbery.com
www.damiencarbery.com

@daymobrew
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